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Infector of souls d2

in: Monsters, Unique Monsters, Act IV Bestiary Edit Share Infector of Souls and his Venom Lords The Infector of Souls is a Unique Venom Lord found in the Chaos Sanctuary in Act IV of Diablo II. He is released by opening the seal in the lower right corner of the surface, and must be killed to reach Diablo and finish the end-of-terror effort. This quest ends the game in Diablo II,
and enables a character to advance to fifth rule in expansion. The soul infectious is considered extremely dangerous for two reasons: the speed at which he was blinded and where he spawned. After opening the seal players only a few seconds to move to the main room before spawning infectiously; Since seals are often located around a corner, there is usually enough time. The
infectious and its mignons can swarm players in just seconds, and due to their fire and melee attacks, players can suffer rapid death even with maximum fire resistance and good defense. For this reason, it might be better to leave the seal that causes him one last time, and then kill the infectious soul. While you couldn't have gained all your experience if you killed your minions for
the first time, killing bosses after activating all the seals will kill all enemy minions freely. Bonus: Monster Monster Unique Act IV is the best community content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. From Diablo Wiki infecting souls is a devil, and a lord of venom. Infectious souls are found in the shelter of chaos in Act Four. He is released by opening the seal in the
lower right corner of the surface, and must be killed to reach Diablo and finish the end-of-terror effort. This quest ends the game in Diablo II, and enables a character to advance to Rule Five in expansion. All values are cited by a level of difficulty: normal/nightmare/hell. Stats[edit] Drop TC/Rune listed the highest treasure class/rune group natural monster of that kind can drop.
Heroes and bosses can sometimes drop from the next higher TC. Max TC/Rune may depend on which level the monster spawns in, and can vary slightly from the values listed (monsters that spawn at later levels can drop higher level items). See the item calculator to make sure exactly what monster from a given area can drop. Experience Name Statistics Level Max TC/Rune
Infectious Spirit 33/61/88 5005/69205/332,765 1020-1220/8037-9570/25964-30910 11-16 36/Sol, 57/Um, 78/Cham The Infector of Souls is always Extra Fast and Spectral Hit. He achieves 1 random change in nightmares and 2 in hell. Melee Name Attack Attack Rating # Of Infectious Soul Agents 11-19 / 51-81 / 100-160 427 /1900 / 5635 9 / 10 / 10 Special Attack [Edit] Change
The Spectral Impact He Causes a Random Type of Elemental Damage added to any successful melee attack. Spectral Name Natural Spectral Statistics NM Spectral Statistics Hell Inferno Infested From Soul Fire: 13-21 Cold: 13-21 (1.6 seconds) Lightning: 13-21 Poison: 2-3 Over 1.6s (1.3-2.5/sec) 13-21 Fire: 33-51 Cold: 33-51 (1.6 seconds) Lightning: 33-51 Poison: 5-8 Over
1.6s (3.2-5/sec) Magic: 33-51 Fire: 66-100 Cold: 66-100 (1.100) s) Lightning: 66-100 Poison: 10-16 Over 1.6s (6.5-9.8/sec) Magic: 66-100 Dmg/sec: 72-101 99-138 135-186 Defense[edit] Like most SuperUniques, the spirit of infectious spots is not a reconstruction hit. Regen Rate tells what % of monster hit points are recovered per second. The standard is 1.2/sec. Blocking tells
what the % of successful attacks, blockable monsters are not harmed. Monsters need to carry shields to avoid. Draining effectiveness tells what % of character mana and life theft applies to monsters. 100 is all, 0 is none. The effectiveness of shivering tells what% of a character's cool length applies to monsters. 100 is all, 0 ice/chills in all. Defense name Blocking Regen Rate
Discharge Effective Chill Infectious Spirit 181/910/1898 -- -- 100/85/66 50/40/33 Resistance [Edit] Resistance over 99% listed as safety and monsters will do no harm of that type of attack. Safety can be broken with skills that lower resistance if the value is reduced to below 99%. See the Resistance page for more details. Physical Name Fire Lightning Cold Poison Infectious Soul
Magic 0%/0%/50%90%/100%/150%20%/20%/70%20%/20%/2 0% 95% 70% / 100% / 75% 0% / 0% / 0% Locations[edit] All SuperUniques (except Uber Diablo) are found in almost the same location of each game, in all three difficulty levels. (Except uber monsters that can only be found in a difficult hell.) Name of The Infectious Place Spirit Act 4: Shelter of Chaos. (Boss seal,
lowest seal.) Infectious soul so the general strategy forum is all gone? Oh well, it was basically a lesser version of this forum anyway. Okay, did the other realize that the infecting souls and his group are now legendarily unbalanced? I don't even know if it's changed, but I just think oddly it was how many very basic Diablo 2 was for my Necro Artie (non ladder), just cruising through
Act 4, until I opened the seal to infectious. I mean, do you have to die so fast? Like 10 extra fast venom lords that just rush right to me (faster than me even when the verdict) and there is inferno. Infectious alone in about 3 seconds of inferno my whole life, so with all the gang doing it was an instant kill. I mean, is Diablo 2 supposed to be like this? I don't think characters should go
through an action without having to use potions and then have to use them all against a group and still die. So is the General Strategy Assembly all gone? Oh well, it was basically a lesser version of this forum anyway. Okay, did the other realize that the infecting souls and his group are now legendarily unbalanced? I don't even know if it's changed, but I just think oddly it was how
many very basic Diablo 2 was for my Necro Artie (non ladder), just cruising through Act 4, until I opened the seal to infectious. I mean, you have to die. Fast? Like 10 extra fast venom lords that just rush right to me (faster than me even when the verdict) and there is inferno. Infectious alone in about 3 seconds of inferno my whole life, so with all the gang doing it was an instant kill.
I mean, is Diablo 2 supposed to be like this? I don't think characters should go through an action without having to use potions and then have to use them all against a group and still die. The non-player inferno got much stronger at 1.10, and a large pack of super-fast infernos spouting The Lords of Venom really hurts. Make sure you open all the seals except that, then as soon as
he dies, they'll do the same thing or get a rising AMI/dwarf sun star ring. Don't forget the multi-shot adjective... oof. That thing is faster than N.M. Diablo's lightning inferno, and I have 5% lightning resistance compared to my 30 fire res. Amazon: Spam Valk, Use strafe + knockback Barb: Stacks of charge res in and slaughter them Pally: stacks res charge in and slaughter them
witchcraft: Teleport + spam original spell Druid: spam minions spam and tank/storm cast/tornado Assasin: spam master shadow and tank/trap cast, Hidden from shadows (maniacally unbalanced) Necro: Hello 21394817419874 minions if Omikron's strategy still doesn't work, it is possible to separate the mignon from the boss tether and select them one by one. Need to run
fast/walk and very precise bait of Amazon monsters: spam valk, use strafe + knockback barb: stacks of charge res in and kill them Pally: stacks charge res in and slaughter them witchcraft: Teleport + spam original spell Druid: spam minions and tank/storm cast/tornado Assasin: spam shadow master and tank/trap cast, Abba of shadow (maniacally unbalanced) Necro: Hello
21394817419874 minions I agree with this. The easiest game is probably summoning Necro indeed. You can even beat them up. Maybe you can try the bone wall, but I've never tested it to be effective, Bonespear linear stems so it can still be a problem though. Debaltseve barb with a fair bit of really good leech too, regardless of resistance (just be sure it's not bad), and to use
Trapper is exactly what Omikron said. The Wizards take a bit of skill when Mersey dies himself, and the hardest character to beat his infectious and pack is probably Hammerdin without good fire resistance or incomplete non-W.W. slow-hitting barb. Edit: Sorry, I didn't realize how old this was. The third and final attempt of Act IV can be activated by talking to Tyrael after
completing Hell Forge: Tyrael is the time to hunt down and destroy Diablo, himself. But be careful, the Lord of Horror is not going to be underestimated. He single-handly destroyed the city of Tisterham and corrupted the last noble hero to try to stop him. This time you must defeat him forever just by destroying the spirit stone that he carries his soul forever will be banished. Best
wishes! Although this is our darkest hour, it may still be. The biggest moment. Find the end of Diablo's assassination in his bunker. If you talk to Deckard Cain before completing this quest: Deckard Cain you have time to dally about here! Diablo is waiting for you in hell. Diablo's greatest weapon against you is terror. If you talk to Angel Hadriel, who guards the final approach to the
chaotic bunker at the northeast end of the Flame River, beyond its point of way: Continued Hadriel, the hero, to the terror bunker. Know that Diablo's innerest privacy is hidden by five seals. Only by opening any of these seals can you clear your way into the final battle. The Chaos Sanctuary[edit] is a chaotic haven accidentally populated with the curse of the Knight of Oblivion with
the Knights of Doom, mana evacuating Storm Casters, and fire-breathing lords. Of v1.13, The Knight of Oblivity can no longer iron out actors, and it's significantly less dangerous for melee characters dependent on physical attack damage, or lower resistance (this seems to have been replaced by non-functional Decrepify actors in the range): they always cast Decrepify in enemies
in the melee range (which is fully functional). The giant pentagram in the heart of the bunker, where Diablo will spawn, is always in the Northeast. However, he doesn't until you have opened all five seals in the remaining three arms of the bunker, killing three incredibly unique monsters who spawn as a result of this. When all five seals are opened and all three super unique
monsters are killed, every remaining monster in the bunker is also killed or removed before spawning Diablo (although you gain no experience): This can be exploited if you are finding one of the most incredibly unique monsters particularly troublesome , as after opening all five seals and killing the other two, you can focus on it and all its enemies and other enemies will be killed
when they die, Big Vizier of the chaos [edit] superstrangler unique (super strong enchanted fire) two of the five seals can be found on the northwest arm of the bunker. : If it forks, vizier spawn seal is great of chaos and Mignon is left; If turned right, the same stamp is still to the left, in the corner not at the end. The Grand Vizier is typically the least dangerous of these three. Lord d
and Cisse[edit] Super Unique Amnesia Knight (an incredibly strong aura enchanted with fanaticism) there is only one seal on the northeast arm of the bunker, spawning Lord de Seis and his doomed knight mignon around the bend behind you. Although they are not far enough away to take any immediate risk, creating a portal before approaching with extreme caution: ultra-strong
and fanatical is now a bad combination, made even worse by Lord de Seis's ability to curse you by amplifying injury or Decrepify, both of which significantly reduce physical resistance. If you can, pass them B so that you have more room to maneuver in the shelter body (although if he spawns Fast in nightmares or hell, it may be more prudent to retreat through a portal and return
through the waypoint in the River Flame). Don't take on many tormented knights at a time, especially if they are still within a fanatical radius, unless you are very confident that you can survive, due to significant life or harm reduction, or be able to prevent your attacks. The infectious spirit[edit] Super Unique Venom Lord (ultra-fast spectral statistics) two of the five seals can be
found in the southeast arm of the shelter: if it is straight and then the first seal, on the right, the infectious spawning of the soul and its mignons; The latter is much worse, since between the other seal and its infectious size and speed and mignons, it is very likely that you will be cut off from the body of the shelter unless you can leap or Teleport: create a portal before engaging, and
retreat and return through the waypoint in the River Flame if you have trouble bearing your attack. It may even be necessary to retreat as far as the southwestern arm of the shelter through which you arrived, since its paths can be used as choke points to prevent you from overcrowding. Diablo, satan, even death can't save you from me! Once all five seals have been opened and
all three unique super monsters have been killed, then all the remaining monsters in the bunker are killed or removed (although you gain no experience of this). The screen shakes as Diablo finally makes his appearance in the center of the shelter!. You have to create a portal, but make sure you do far enough away from Diablo that he's not aware of it, otherwise he's likely to cast
a bone prison on it that needs to be destroyed before you can escape (unless you can leap or Teleport). When he first sees you, Diablo is likely to charge you, and do so whenever you're not within the melee range, but it's slow enough that it's easily avoided by movement. In the melee range he has an 'cool' attack that actually inflicts magic damage, although it still imposes a cool
length to slow you down unless you can't freeze. Yet his most damaging attacks cause fire, lightning and physical damage. Aside from Nova Fire (which can be avoided by properly positioned casters and range invaders) and the rarely used firewall, one of your deadliest attacks is a fire storm entering both fires and physical damage (so it can be blocked with shields): he raises both
arms to cast it, so if it causes trouble you can quickly perpendicular to your period to avoid The worst of it moves. His second deadly attack is a lightning inferno that does both lightning and physical damage (so once again it can be blocked with a shield): he stretches both arms in front of him to use it and can be avoided by running in a circle around him until it stops. Strangely,
while even melee invaders may want to do so in normal, in nightmares it actually won't If they stand close enough to Diablo, and in hell the safety zone is even greater. However, if you're being hit by it, make sure you don't stand in the vicinity of another target: any inferno can hit both of you twice as often if you do. Like all evils, Diablo does 400% damage to every pet, but unlike
those who faced it before he is much more capable of targeting and destroying many at once. To protect any Necroskeletons as much as possible, Necromancer Summons must use a combination of the slow-glam clay target and decrepify itself to significantly reduce the frequency of diablo attacks so that your pets have as much time as possible to rebuild any damage that
arrives. It may also help summon some revivals, especially Urdars from the river flame in nightmares and hell (since they have a 15% chance of crushing beats in nightmares, and 25% chance in hell). Diablo is never immune to any kind of harm and does not rebuild (although he may reset if you spend too long at Pandemonium Castle), so every character should eventually be
able to kill him. The end-of-terror effort was complete. What follows depends on whether you're playing Diablo II or Diablo II: Lord of Destruction: As Diablo dies, a message appears in the middle of the screen and counts: 90 seconds until the end of the game. If you return to Pandemonium Castle to talk to Tyrael and Deckard Cain: Tyrael Deckard Cain praises to light! You did the
impossible! Diablo and Mephisto have been deported back to the black blue, which brought them into existence, and the corrupt Sulstons are no longer. I knew there was a lot of potential, my friend. you did a great job . Although my ancestors often fought against their three villains and mignons, I have always lived a closed and wise life. I'm glad my mind helped you. Though the
gates of heaven are amazing to behold, I hope I have had to see them again for many years, many years. You did a good job, hero. Now, you have to rejoice. When the countdown ends or you save and exit, the screen seems to congratulate you for ruining Diablo, and let you know that your character is now known by the title determined by the just-finished difficulty, character
sex, and game mode: the perfect difficulty state of the standard hell nightmare of Sir or Dame Lorde or Lady Baron (ess) hardcore number (ess) of the Duke or Duchess of King or Your queen can now enter the secret cow level for that difficulty. If you return to Pandmonium Castle to talk to Deckard Cain, a line of conversation has been added: Deckard Cain please talk to Tyrael
about leaving this place now! You need to talk to Tyrael, who replaced the last line of conversation with the following: Tyrael however, while you fought here, remained back in mortal territory, building an army of hellish mignons. Now, the Beal Army is searching for global rock, the ancient source of all soulstones and their power, while leaving behind one annihil . They've been
deeply into the Harbors and headed straight for the summit of Mount Arath, the wing knows, fanny hero! That site is very blessed of global rock! Now, enter the gate I opened for you. He'll take you to The City of Berbury Harrogat, the last base of order on the slopes of Arritt, enter the portal to start Rule V... Vahid...
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